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Abstract
RatSLAM is a biologically-inspired visual SLAM and navigation system that has been shown to be effective indoors and outdoors on real
robots. The spatial representation at the core of RatSLAM, the experience map, forms in a distributed fashion as the robot learns the environment.
The activity in RatSLAM’s experience map possesses some geometric properties, but still does not represent the world in a human readable form.
A new system, dubbed RatChat, has been introduced to enable meaningful communication with the robot. The intention is to use the “language
games” paradigm to build spatial concepts that can be used as the basis for communication. This paper describes the first step in the language
game experiments, showing the potential for meaningful categorization of the spatial representations in RatSLAM.
c 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recent research in mobile robotics has been dominated
by the problem of Simultaneous Localization And Mapping
(SLAM). Roboticists have investigated a wide range of
approaches to solving the problem and have created a number
of probabilistic methods that can perform SLAM under
appropriate assumptions [2,7,14]. However, by focusing on the
SLAM problem other considerations such as map usability have
mostly been neglected. Traditional metrics such as accuracy are
starting to be supplanted by concepts such as map usability and
communicability.
Geometric space representations are a natural choice for
many robot mapping and localization methods, but are
dissimilar to the more abstract ways in which humans view their
environments. Humans can conceptualize their environment
in terms of concepts such as rooms: “the bathroom”, “the
kitchen”; or objects: “behind the couch”, or “on top of the
table”. If humans are to easily and naturally interact with
robots, the robots must be able to understand and process such
concepts. For instance, one goal for domestic robots would be
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the ability for a human to tell a robot to “clean the bathroom”,
rather than specifying a range of geometric co-ordinates.
Conceptualization and communication can be investigated
using embodied agents that develop languages for labeling
objects in their environment, or for coordinating signaling
and motor behaviors for the completion of a task. Embodied
agents have been implemented as both static and mobile robots,
using communication based on synthetic and natural languages.
While the majority of studies investigating communication in
embodied agents involve robot–robot communication, some
involve interaction with humans. By interacting with humans,
robots can be taught to understand natural language for
labels [13], descriptions [11], or can play games [12], where
the human is another agent with which the robot can interact.
For a review on communication in embodied agents see [8].
Conceptualizations are typically grounded in the image
domain or in the simple sensory perceptions of the robots.
The representations used as the basis for conceptualization
include vision, where scenes are segmented and processed for
concepts of color, position, and size [12], minimal proximity
sensors, and light sensors [3]. Mobile robots can be taught
spatial descriptions such as left, right, front, and back, and can
follow natural language instructions relating to movement, such
as “move forward” [11]. Because these concepts are derived
from the physical world through the robot’s sensors, they are
said to be physically grounded.
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To develop and appropriately generalize spatial concepts,
such as rooms, the agent will need to access representations
based in space rather than directly from a sensor. This
study uses a SLAM system, called RatSLAM, to produce
spatial representations. RatSLAM is a vision-based system
inspired by models of mapping and navigation in the
rodent hippocampus [5], which has been demonstrated to
autonomously explore, SLAM, navigate to goals, and adapt
to simple environment changes. The spatial representations
that it produces and uses do not conform to the constraints
of typical Cartesian mapping, but rather coalesce the
robot’s physical experiences, based on sensing and actuation.
The spatial representations, as a consequence, have strong
physical grounding but are not effective for robot–human
communication.
RatChat is a proposed language system extension to
RatSLAM to enable a population of robots (and potentially
humans) to form a language by playing language games.
Preliminary studies have investigated the robot representations,
and how agents can generalize from the training sets to novel
meanings and terms [10]. In this work a teacher–student
paradigm is used to teach the robot to recognize distinct rooms
and corridors in a large indoor environment. The aim is to form
spatial concepts that are strongly tied to the physical world to
allow appropriate learning and generalization.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the core RatSLAM system and its
representation of robot pose and vision. Section 3 presents
an algorithm known as experience mapping, which creates
robot usable maps from the core RatSLAM representations.
The spatial conceptualization process is described in Section 4,
showing how a neural network can be used to label and
recognize distinct regions of the environment. Section 5
describes the experimental setup and procedure, and is followed
by a presentation of the results in Section 6. Section 7 discusses
the results, before the paper concludes in Section 8.
2. RatSLAM
The RatSLAM system is centered around two core
components; the pose cell structure, which encodes the robot’s
position and orientation, and the local view structure, which
encodes visual information. These two structures and their
interaction are briefly described here (for a more detailed
description see [5,4]).
2.1. Pose cells
The robot’s pose is represented by a three-dimensional
continuous attractor neural network called the pose cells
(shown in the right of Fig. 1). Each pose cell is associated
with a specific robot pose within the environment, and to
a lesser degree with proximal robot poses. Cells are fully
interconnected by excitatory links, with stronger link values
between nearby cells. Active cells therefore tend to activate
neighbouring cells, creating a cluster of active cells known as
an activity packet. Global inhibition and normalization ensure

Fig. 1. The local view and pose cell structures. The local view encodes visual
information about the environment. The pose cells represent the robot’s pose.
Co-activated local view and pose cells form associative links. A familiar visual
scene activates a local view cell which in turn injects activity into the pose cells
associated with it. Re-localization occurs when the activity packet caused by
visual input becomes dominant.

that activity does not spread in an unbounded manner. Multiple
activity packets can coexist and compete against one another
for extended periods of time, with each packet encoding a
robot pose hypothesis. Path integration is achieved by using
information from the robot’s wheel encoders to shift the current
activity in the pose cells. Translation causes activity to shift in
the (x 0 , y 0 ) plane of the pose cells, while rotation causes activity
to shift in the θ 0 direction. The network equations are given
in [5].
In indoor environments the path integration model parameters result in each pose cell initially corresponding to an area of
250 × 250 mm and an orientation range of 10◦ . As the robot
moves around its environment, path integration errors and relocalization driven by visual input causes the pose cells’ spatial
correspondence to vary — a cell may become associated with a
larger or smaller physical area and orientation range. The pose
structure boundary conditions wrap activity across opposing
faces of the pose cell structure, allowing the robot to map much
larger environments than would be possible with a one-to-one
correspondence between cell and space. This varying representation can result in collisions, where one cell represents multiple places in the environment, and multiple representations,
where multiple cells are associated with the same place. However the robot is still able to function by using the experience
mapping algorithm to create a coherent global map (discussed
in Section 3).
2.2. Local view
Visual information is stored in a one-dimensional array
of cells called the local view (shown on the left of Fig. 1).
Each local view cell is associated with a distinct visual
scene. RatSLAM recognizes locations from external sensor
information provided by an appearance-based view recognition
system [6]. The role of this system is to create patterns of
activity in the local view cells which depend on robot location,
using the camera data. Camera information is matched against
a growing database of learnt images, each of which has an
associated cell in the local view. Recognition of an image
activates the appropriate cell. Unrecognized camera images are
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added to the database so that the system is able to explore a
previously unseen environment.
In indoor environments the vision system uses low
resolution (24 × 18) normalized grayscale images. A sum of
absolute differences matcher is used to compare the current
image to those stored in the database on a pixel by pixel basis.
Learnt views that are within a threshold distance of the current
view have their local view cells activated in inverse proportion
to their distance from the current view. A completely novel
view creates a new local view cell. Computation scales with
the number of images learned, which scales approximately
with the area of the environment. During a typical hour long
experiment in an indoor environment, the robot may learn
tens of thousands of template images. More sophisticated
image processing methods such as edge detection have been
found to provide no increase in functionality in indoor
environments using a small field of view camera. However, in
outdoor environments with a panoramic camera, a histogram
matching procedure in red–green space is used to provide
rotational invariance and some robustness to illumination
change [9].
2.3. Visual association and re-localization
Two simultaneous interactions occur between the local
view cells and pose cells: mapping via associative learning,
and re-localization by the injection of activity into the pose
cells. Visual scenes are associated with the robot’s estimate
of its current pose by a learning function which increases the
connection strengths between co-activated local view and pose
cells. The connection strength, βit+1
x 0 y 0 θ 0 , between a local view
cell and a pose cell, is given by:


t
0 0 0
βit+1
x 0 y 0 θ 0 = max βi x 0 y 0 θ 0 , λVi Px y θ

X

βi x 0 y 0 θ 0 Vi .

Fig. 2. Experience map co-ordinate space. An experience is associated with
certain pose and local view cells, but exists within the experience map’s own
(x, y, θ ) co-ordinate space. x 0 , y 0 , and θ 0 describe the location of the cells
within the pose cell matrix associated with the experience, and V describes
the local view cell associated with the experience.

3. Experience mapping
Experience mapping is a process that creates a spatially
coherent and continuous map from both the pose and local
view cell structures, which can be used for higher level tasks
such as goal navigation. The method is centered on a process
of map correction, which creates a map free of the spatial
discontinuities and multiple representations present in the pose
cell representations. As understanding the experience map is
essential to appreciating the representations used in spatial
concept learning (Section 4), this section gives a brief overview
of the process (for a more detailed explanation of the algorithm
see [4]).
3.1. Experiences

(1)

where Vi is the activity level of the local view cell, λ is an
association constant, and Px 0 y 0 θ 0 is the activity level of the pose
cell.
The associative links between local view and pose cells
can be used to inject activity into the pose cells, which is
the mechanism that RatSLAM uses to maintain or correct its
estimate of its current pose. A familiar visual scene activates
a local view cell, which in turn projects activity into the pose
cells with which it is associated, by an amount proportional
to the association strengths. The change in pose cell activity,
1Px 0 y 0 θ 0 , is given by:
1Px 0 y 0 θ 0 =
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(2)

i

Visual ambiguity or redundancy in the environment is
accounted for by the view to pose associations, which enable
one view to correspond to multiple physical locations and vice
versa. The network dynamics ensure that re-localization can
only occur after extended visual support of an alternative pose
hypothesis, which filters the effects of incorrect recognition and
visual ambiguity.

Activity in the pose cells and local view cells drives the
creation of experiences. Experiences are represented by nodes
in (x, y, θ ) space connected by links representing transitions
between experiences. Each experience represents a snapshot of
the activity within the pose cells and local view cells at a certain
time, and in effect represents a specific spatial and visual robot
experience (see Fig. 2).
Experiences have an activation level that depends on how
close the activity peaks in the pose and local view networks are
to the cells associated with each experience. Each experience
has a zone of association within the pose cells and local view
cells. When the activity peaks in each network are within
these zones, the experience is activated. Within the pose cells
the zones are continuous, so an experience can be associated
with many pose cells. In the local view cells the zone is
discrete, allowing the experience to only be associated with
one visual scene. A component of an experience’s activity level
is determined by the current pose cell activity, E x 0 y 0 θ 0 , and is
calculated by:

if rr0 > 1;
0
if θr0 > 1;
E x 0 y0θ 0 = 0
(3)

0
0
2 − rr − θr otherwise
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r
rr0 =
θr0 =

x 0pc − xi0

2


2
+ y 0pc − yi0

ra
0 − θ 0|
|θ pc
i

θa

(4)
(5)

0 are the co-ordinates of the maximally
where x 0pc , y 0pc , and θ pc
0
active pose cell, xi , yi0 , and θi0 are the co-ordinates of the
pose cells associated with the experience, ra is the zone
constant for the (x 0 , y 0 ) plane, and θa is the zone constant for
the θ 0 dimension.
The visual scene V acts like a switch for the experience,
turning it on or off. The total activity level of the ith experience,
E i , is given by:

0
if Vcurr 6= Vi ;
Ei =
(6)
E x 0 y 0 θ 0 if Vcurr = Vi

Fig. 3. A transition link between two experiences 1 and 2, shown in the (x, y)
plane of the experience map. Each link represents the movement behavior
required to move between the experiences, the average time taken to perform
the transition, and a confidence value representing the robot’s degree of
certainty the transition can be traversed. Each link also stores relative spatial
information obtained directly from robot odometry about the relative location
of experiences to each other (shown by the dashed arrow).

where Vcurr is the current visual scene, and Vi is the visual scene
associated with experience i. New experiences are created when
the set of existing experiences is insufficient for describing the
pose and local view cells’ activity state.
Each experience also has its own (x, y, θ ) state which
describes its location within the co-ordinate space of the
experience map. This co-ordinate space is completely separated
from the pose and local view cell co-ordinate spaces. The
first experience learned is initialized with an arbitrary (0, 0, 0)
position within the experience map. Subsequent experiences are
assigned a position based on the position of the last experience
and the robot movement that has occurred since.

new transition, which contains a large discrepancy between
the transition’s relative spatial information and the difference
between the two experiences (x, y, θ ) co-ordinates in the
experience map. For example, two experiences may be
positioned several meters apart in the experience map but be
linked by transitions encoding much smaller distances. By
minimizing the discrepancies between the relative locations
of experiences in the experience map and the inter-experience
spatial transition information, the experience map can become
locally representative of the environment’s spatial arrangement.
The map correction equations are provided in [4].

3.2. Experience transitions

4. Teacher–student spatial conceptualization using RatChat

As the robot moves around the environment, the experience
mapping algorithm also learns experience transitions, which
are links between experience nodes. Transitions store information about the physical movement of the robot between
one experience and another, the movement behavior used during the transition, the time duration of the transition, and the
traversability of the transition (see Fig. 3). This information is
used to perform experience map correction, route planning and
execution, and adaptation to environment change.

The experience mapping process produces a map with
strong geometric properties that the robot can use to navigate
effectively around its environment. To facilitate human–robot
interaction, a method of learning and recognizing spatial
concepts is required. A teacher–student system was designed
and implemented, in which a robot attempts to associate
concepts provided by a human teacher with its internal
representations using a single layer neural network.

3.3. Map correction

4.1. Learning concepts from a teacher

The experience map correction process creates a spatially
coherent map by minimizing the discrepancies between the
relative spatial information stored in the experience transitions
and the locations of the experience nodes in (x, y, θ ) experience
map space. For instance, when closing the loop, the robot’s
camera first detects familiar visual scenes. The vision system
activates the local view cells associated with these scenes,
which then inject activity into the pose cell matrix, causing
the robot to re-localize its perceived pose. This causes the
robot’s associated location within the experience map (given
by the maximally active experience) to jump from the new
experience it has most recently learned to a previously learnt
experience. The experience mapping algorithm learns this

Teacher–student conceptualization involves interaction with
a teacher, where the different concepts that the agent is to
learn are provided by that teacher. Agents use supervised
learning to associate input patterns with different concepts. For
the experiments presented in this paper, the RatChat agents
used experiences in the experience map as the input pattern.
The simplest concepts that can be formed, considering the
information contained in the experience representations, are
labels for locations in the world, such as specific rooms.
The output representation of the language agents should
group input patterns into categories or concepts. The simplest
output representation is to have each concept associated with
a single output unit, also called one-hot encoding (not to
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5.1. Environment and robot

Fig. 4. The fully connected single layer neural network of the language agent
takes experiences as inputs and has outputs associated with labels for locations
in the world. The most active output is the label associated with the active
experiences.

be confused with one-shot which is a learning technique).
For locations in an indoor environment, the concepts are
specifically labeled rooms and corridors, with each location
associated with a single output unit. The conceptualization
process for RatChat agents is the association of the input
patterns of experiences with the output representations of
locations.
4.2. Association mechanism
The agents learn this association using a fully connected
single layer neural network shown in Fig. 4, with experiences
as inputs and a set of output units referring to the different
locations in the world. The transfer function of the network is
linear. The network is initialized with small random weights
and biases (uniformly between −0.1 and 0.1). The network is
trained using gradient descent with momentum and an adaptive
learning rate. The change in weights and biases, dX , is given
by:
dX = m.dX k−1 + η(1 − m)g

(7)

where m is the momentum constant, dX k−1 is the previous
change in weights and biases, η is the learning rate, and g is the
gradient of the network’s performance with respect to its weight
and bias values. After each epoch, if the performance has
decreased, the learning rate is increased, and if the performance
has increased significantly, the learning rate is reduced. Specific
parameter values are given in the experimental procedure
described in Section 5.3.
During recall, the concept associated with a pattern of
experiences is the concept related to the most active output
unit. The agent is considered to be ‘uncertain’ if the activation
of the second most active unit is more than 2/3 the activation
of the most active unit. Preliminary experiments determined
that a value of 2/3 provided an appropriate balance between
concept uncertainty and incorrect guessing of concepts at room
boundaries.
5. Experimental setup and procedure
The experiments used a Pioneer 2 DXE mobile robot
with a forward facing camera to explore a test environment.
The resulting dataset was processed by the RatSLAM model
and experience mapping algorithm in order to provide the
input for the spatial conceptualization method. The spatial
conceptualization process was then applied in an offline manner
following the construction of the RatSLAM representations.

The environment was one floor of a university building
consisting mostly of open-plan offices and corridors (shown in
Fig. 5). The robot was manually driven along a repeated path
through the environment. The robot visited every place on its
path at least twice, providing an opportunity for both learning
and recognition.
A dataset was acquired with camera images logged at
7 Hz and on-board odometry data logged at 12 Hz. The
data set contained 20,350 monochrome images with associated
odometer readings covering a period of almost 40 min. The data
set was then ‘played back’ to the RatSLAM system at real-time
speed.
5.2. RatSLAM parameters
Experiments used a pose cell structure that was sufficiently
large to avoid wrapping of the activity across the structure
boundaries. The pose cell structure measured 200 × 100 × 36
cells (720,000 cells in total) in (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ). Under the path
integration model, the pose cell numbers correspond to nominal
environment dimensions of 50 × 25 m.
5.3. Spatial conceptualization training and testing
The conceptualization process was implemented offline
following the construction of the pose cell and experience maps.
The environment was manually categorized by a human teacher
into four rooms and two corridors, as shown in Fig. 5.
The route of the robot was divided into two sections of
about 20 min duration each. Each section corresponded to the
robot exploring and then revisiting one half of the building
floor. These two sections were further divided into learning
and recognition phases. The learning phase, in which the robot
first visited an area, was used for the training set, while the
recognition phase, where the robot revisited an area, was used
to test if the concepts had been learnt. This was equivalent to
the areas being labeled on the first circuit of the environment,
and testing whether the robot had learnt these labels on later
circuits.
The language agent’s fully connected single layer neural
network used experiences as inputs and had six output units
corresponding to the concepts of four rooms and two corridors.
The activations of the experience inputs was determined by
including the current experience and those experiences within
1 m, with an activation relative to how close the experience was
to the current experience.
Targets were created with a single active output unit
corresponding to the current location of the robot. Transitions
between rooms and corridors occurred at doorways and turns.
The first learning phase comprised 403 time steps, with 233 in
the second learning phase, 398 in the first recognition phase,
and 187 in the second recognition phase.
Agents were initially trained on the first learning phase and
tested on the first recognition phase. Agents were then trained
on both the first and second learning phase and tested on the
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Fig. 5. Floor plan of the area used for the experiment and the approximate trajectory of the robot. Shaded areas were impassable by the robot. The environment
measured approximately 43 by 13 m.

Fig. 6. Trajectory of the most highly activated pose cell during the experiment.
Thick dashed lines show re-localization jumps driven by visual input. Each grid
square contains 4 × 4 pose cells in the (x 0 , y 0 ) plane.

second recognition phase. For each training segment, agents
were trained for 2000 epochs using Eq. (7) with the momentum
constant m = 0.9, and an initial learning rate η = 0.01 with
increasing ratio = 1.05 and decreasing ratio = 0.7. The
performance of the agents was tested on the first and second
recognition phase by considering the concepts used by the
agents for each location.

Fig. 7. The experience map. The map is continuous and has a high degree
of correspondence to the spatial arrangement of the environment shown in
Fig. 5. The multiple representations in the pose cell representation (Fig. 6)
have been grouped into overlapping representations, and there are no spatial
discontinuities.

The experience mapping algorithm produced a spatially continuous map (cf. Figs. 6 and 7), with multiple representations
grouped into overlapping areas of the map (see Fig. 7). During the experiment the robot learned 2384 experiences, which
is significantly fewer than the number of activated pose cells, as
each experience was associated with several pose cells.

6. Results and analysis
6.2. Conceptualization using the experience map
The pose cell and experience map representations built by
RatSLAM were collated and analyzed (Section 6.1). The results
from the conceptualization experiments were grouped into the
two learning and two recognition phases and then analyzed
(Section 6.2).
6.1. Pose cell representations and experience maps
The pose cell representation produced by RatSLAM
contains both discontinuities and multiple representations of
the same place (see Fig. 6). The discontinuities were caused
by visually driven re-localization jumps after long periods of
exploration where the robot relied only on wheel odometry to
remain localized. Odometric drift and delayed re-localization
created multiple representations, where more than one group
of pose cells represented the same physical location. There are
also collisions in the pose cell structure, where the same cluster
of cells represents more than one physical place. During the
entirety of the experiment only a small fraction – 35,402 out of
720,000 – of the pose cells ever became active. This sparseness
resulted from the use of a pose cell structure that was large
enough to represent the environment without wrapping.

In the first learning phase of the conceptualization process
based on the experience map, 98.26% of the instances
were labeled correctly, with 90.45% labeled correctly in the
recognition phase (Fig. 8(a), (b)). The majority of the errors
occurred in Room 1 where a different trajectory was taken
during the second pass. In this case, the agent was uncertain
about the label, rather than labeling the instances incorrectly.
In the second learning phase, 98.43% were labeled correctly,
with 89.84% labeled correctly in the recognition phase
(Fig. 8(c), (d)). The errors in this case all occurred at the
boundaries between rooms and corridors. The RatChat agents
were successful in clustering the experiences appropriately,
with some uncertain errors on the borders between areas (see
Fig. 8(d)). At all locations, except for those on borders between
areas, and those not visited during the learning phase, the agents
were able to appropriately label their current location.
7. Discussion
The RatSLAM system readily and reliably produces
spatially coherent representations of the robot’s environment
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Fig. 8. Conceptualization of the agent using experiences in (a) the learning phase of section 1, (b) the recognition phase of section 1, (c) the learning phase of
section 2, and (d) the recognition phase of section 2. In the learning phases there are uncertain areas in the Room 1/Corridor 1, Room 2/Corridor 1, and Room 3/
Corridor 2 borders. In the recognition phases there are uncertain areas in Room 1, and in the Room 1/Corridor 1, Room 2/Corridor 1, and Room 3/Corridor 2
borders.

after a period of exploration. RatSLAM learns, builds and
adapts its representations from its sensory and behavioral
experiences, and integrates those experiences into the
experience map. The use of the robot’s own physical
experiences as the basis for the spatial representations is a
powerful principle: it has long been argued that agents need a
strong physical grounding to interact effectively with the real
world [1]. It needs to be recognized though that physically
grounding the representations of the robot in its own unique
experiences comes at a cost. No two robots share the same
experience map, nor can the map be defined by the user as this
would violate the physical grounding of the map. This creates
difficulties for communication between robots, or between a
human and the robot, as there is no shared symbolic base for
communication.
The RatChat project is developing a reliable way of forming
higher level concepts about space that are usable in robot–robot
and human–robot interaction. Abstract spatial concepts, such
as rooms, are identified during training only by entry and
exit times. The robot does not explicitly recognize specific
features that identify a room type, but rather learns the spatial
correspondence between physical place and concept through
the intermediary layer of the experience map. As the experience
map evolves over time by integrating new robot experiences,
the trained concepts generalize to new experiences in the same
space. The physical grounding of the concepts is maintained.
Given the quality of the spatial representations formed
by the experience map, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
language agents could readily learn the spatial categories
from a teacher. Nevertheless the result is important as it
illustrates that it is possible to form exchangeable spatial
concepts without violating the physical grounding principle.
The system has immediate applications as well. It enables the
robot to communicate its location in a useful way to a human
supervisor. A symbol representing “I’m in the laboratory” is
more meaningful to a human than “I’m experiencing experience
number 1324”.

The spatial conceptualization process described in this paper
is an implicit one. Future work will investigate learning more
complex concepts and also involve a community of robots
evolving a lexicon of locations using language games. The
results from this paper show that the experience map provides
a sound representation as the basis for evolution of a spatial
lexicon.
8. Conclusion
This paper has investigated a method for learning and
recognizing abstract spatial concepts using the RatSLAM
model and experience mapping algorithm. Using a simple
neural network, the conceptualization process associates
physically grounded experiences with spatial concepts. The
experiments demonstrate that it is possible to learn abstract
spatial concepts such as rooms and corridors and then
generalize about these concepts when revisiting the physical
areas.
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